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QUESTION: 21
What does it mean when a <Supply> Very Low message appears on the device
control panel?

A. The user must replace the specified supply.
B. The specified supply has reached the estimated end of life.
C. The specified supply is at or below 20% capacity.
D. The device will not accept any new print jobs until the specified supply is
replaced.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 22
You have powered on the HP LaserJet Enterprise M4555 MFP after replacing the
encrypted hard drive, but the product will not boot up to a Ready state What is the
first thing you should do?

A. Replace the encrypted hard drive again
B. Run a Cold Reset from the pre-boot menu
C. Remove and replace the formatter board
D. Verify that the latest firmware has been downloaded on the replacement hard
drive

Answer: D

QUESTION: 23
A customer complains that copy jobs using the ADF have lines on the output, but
copy jobs from the flatbed look fine. What is the most likely reason this is
occurring?

A. The ADF rollers are not rotating at a consistent speed
B. One or more of the LEDs used for ADF copying have stopped working.
C. The scanner is not in the correct location for ADF scanning.
D. A small amount of dirt or a smudge is on the ADF glass.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 24
Why should a used ICB never be installed in another engine?

A. Each ICB contains device-specific data which would corrupt critical saved values
in another engine.
B. The ICB is hard-keyed to the device it is installed on, and attempting to install it
in another engine could damage the engine or ICB.
C. The ICB installs an encrypted key on the formatter. Replacing the ICB corrupts
the formatter key, necessitating a formatter replacement.
D. There is a risk that the low-voltage power supply would burn up a replacement
ICB.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 25
How many external USB host ports does the HP LaserJet Enterprise M4555 MFP
have?

A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

Answer: D
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